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Abst ract - -Some algebraic properties ofthe matrices involved in a discrete linear model simulating 
the transversal motion of a linear vibrating string, or rod, with both end points free to slide on vertical 
guides, are studied. The discrete linear model, which is conservative, turns out to be, according to 
the physics of the problem, generally unstable. Nevertheless, it is proved that the linear models 
are suitable to simulate the motion of the linear string and rod. An extension of the model to the 
nonlinear string is also considered and some numerical examples are given. Also, in this case, the 
numerical results eem to be in accordance with the physics of the problem. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science 
Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords- -D i f ferent ia l  equations, Difference quations, Discrete models, Conservative models, 
Linear and nonlinear elasticity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We have s imulated the motion of a v ibrat ing str ing or rod (transversal v ibrat ion only) t ied at 
both end points to a l itt le ring which can run, without friction, on a vert ical guide. We have used 
a discrete conservative model  that  we considered in the past [1-3] in the study of a v ibrat ing 
str ing or rod fixed at both or, at least, at one end point. 
The main difference in the actual  s tudy is that ,  unlike the previous ones, the matr ices which 
in our l inear models "control" the motion turn out to be "unstable". Nevertheless, it is proved 
that  the models are efficient in order to s imulate the motion of the string or rod and the obta ined 
results are in perfect accordance with the physics of the problem. 
In Section 2, we introduce the discrete string, or rod, we present he discrete models, and we 
give the difference systems to which we are led from the models. In Section 3, we prove some 
propert ies of the matr ices related to the discrete models introduced in Section 2. Such algebraic 
propert ies allow us to understand,  see Section 4, why the model is suitable to s imulate the mot ion 
of the str ing and rod in the l inear case. 
In Section 5, we present for the string, some numerical  results obta ined by using a nonl inear 
extension of the model  which shows that  the model seems to be suitable for s imulat ing the mot ion 
of the nonl inear string. 
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2. THE D ISCRETE MODELS 
As done in previous papers (see, e.g., [1-3]), a discrete string (or rod) is modeled by a set of 
n + 1 particles, each with mass m, Po, P1, . . .  ,Pn with centers Co,C1, . . .  ,C,~. We assume that 
all the particles Po, P1 ,P2 , . . . ,  Pn are free to move in the xy-plane vertically only (transversal 
vibrations). Defined Ps,k = (xs, Yi,~), the position of Ci at time tk, with tk ---- kAt ,  k = O, 1 , . . .  
and Ax = xi -xs -1 ,  i = 1,2, . . . ,n ,  we use the following formulas in order to link position, 
velocity, and acceleration of Ps at time tk [1]: 
1 
l (v i ,k+l -~- US,k) : - -~(Y i ,k+l  -- Yi,k), 
(1) 
- v , ,k)  = as,k. 
Given the initial position and velocity, the motion of the string or rod is Vtk, completely 
determined by the relation 
F,,k =msas,k, i=O,  1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  Vk, (2) 
where Fs,k is the total force acting on Pi at time tk. 
Different choices of the total force F~,k in (2) lead to different models of the motion of the 
particles Pi- 
Here we do not consider external forces and we consider, as internal forces, the tension Ts,k 
and the bending moment Ms,k (the last one vanishes for the string). 
We assume (see [1]) 
v /Ax  2 + (YS+l,k - Ys,k) 2 _ KL  V/Ax2 ~- (Ys,k - Ys-I,k) 2 
Ts,k T + i,k - Ti.k = KL  Ax  Ax  , (3) 
Ms,k = Ms. k - Ms+ff + M+k - Ms. +, (4) 
where 
M_ + = L__C 0s+l,k -- 8i,} 
i,k Ax  v/Ax2 + (yi+l,k - ys,k) 2'  
M+_ LC  Os-l,k - Os-2,k 
~,k = Ax  x /Az  2 + (Ys,k - Ys-l,k) 2' 
M+ LC Os,k - ~- 1,k 
~,k = Ax  v /Ax  2 + (Yi+l,k -- Yi,k) 2' 
(5) 
LC Oi,k - Oi-l,k 
Mi:k = Ax  v /Ax  2 + (Yi,k - Yi- l ,k) 2' 
In (3),(5), K and C are constants depending on the structure of the string or rod and L is the 
distance between x0 and xn (L = nAx) .  
We remark that, because we are simulating a rod by using a one-dimensional model, we have 
simulated the action of the bending moment hrough the four forces in (4). 
We also remark [4] that, as shown in Figure 1, the forces M+k and Mi.  k try to align the particles 
P,-1, P~, and P~+I, while the forces -M+Z and -M~. + try to align the particles P~-2, P~-I, P~ 
and the particles P~, Pi+l, P~+2, respectively. 
2.1. The D i f fe rence  System for the Str ing 
Now we define, for the string, the total force Fi,k as [1] 
1T  Fi,k = 5( i,k + Ti,k+l), i = 0, 1, 2 . . . .  n, (6) 
with T~,k defined by (3) for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  n - 1. 
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Figure 1. 
In order to take into account he constraints in x0 and x n (free to slide on the vertical guides), 
we set To,k = To+,k, To,k+l = To+,k+l and Tn,k = T~,, k, Tn,k+l = T~,,k+ 1 because we have no particles 
on the left of P0 and on the right side of P~ (note that the action-reaction principle is saved). 
We point out that P0 and Pn are free to move vertically only, due to the action of the guides 
(if we remove these "constraints" the problem is meaningless). 
Prom (1),(2), with F~,k defined by (6), we obtain the difference system 
KL  m 
2~X [(Yl ,k+l "~- Yl,k) -- (Y0,k+l -{- Y0,k)] --~ ~-~(V0,k+l -- l)0,k), ( i  ~- 0), 
KL  m 
[(Yi+l,k+l q- Yi+l,k) -- 2(yi,k+l + Yi,k) + (Yi- l ,k+l + Yi-l,k)] = -'~(Vi,k+l -- Vi,k), 
2Ax 
(i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n -  1), (7) 
KL  m 
~X[ - - (Yn ,k+l"~Yn,k) - t - (Yn- l ,k+l" t -Yn- l ,k ) l - -~- '~(Vn,k+l - -Vn ,k )  , (i = n), 
1 
l (v i ,k+l +Vi,k) = -'-~(Yi,k+l --Yi,k), (i = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,n ) .  
If we define, with obvious meaning of the symbols, y~- = [Y0,k, Yl,k,.. . ,  yn,k], v_[ = [vo,k, Vl,k, 
T T • ..,Vn,k], Z[ = [Yk'Vk]' and 
-~-~ n 
with 
A = 
m - 
B= 1 I -1 l  
2 n 
1 -1  0 . . . . . .  
-1  2 -1  0 • .. 
2Ax _ 
~-~Cn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• . .  0 -1  2 -1  
. . . . . .  0 -1  1 
then equations (7) may be written, in a matrix form, as 
(8) 
= c: , ,  (9) 
A_zk+ 1 = B_z k. (10) 
2.2. The  Di f ference System for the  Rod  
For a rod, in which we neglect he tension force (K = 0), considering only the bending moment, 
the total force acting on the particle Pi,k is 
1 
f i , k=-~(Mi ,k+Mi ,k+l ) ,  i = O, 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  (11) 
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with Mi,k defined as in (4) for i = 2, 3 , . . . ,  n - 2. In order to take into account the boundary 
conditions for the first and last particles P0 and Pn, we redefine, according to the remark in 
Section 2, the moment  Mo,k, Ml,k, Mn- l ,k,  and Mrt,k as 
M0,k = -M~,  +, 
Ml,k = M~k + M0+,k - M. -+  0,k ' 
Mn_ 1,k = M n_ 1,k + M+-  1,k -- M+--l,k, 
Mn,k = -M+; .  
From (1),(2), with Fi,k defined by (11), and taking into account the modifications due to the 
boundary conditions (both end points free to slide on a vertical guide), we obtain the difference 
system 
LC 
2Ax3 [(--Yo,k+l + 2Yl,k+l -- Y2,k+l) + (--Yo,k + 2yl,k -- Y2,k)] = m ~(v0,k+l  - vo,k), (i = 0), 
LC 
2-~x-x3[(2y0,k+l - 5yl,k+1 + 4y2,k+l -- Y3,k+l) + (2y0,k -- 5yl,k + 4y2,k -- Y3,k)] 
m 
= X~(vl,k+l - vl,k), (i = 1), 
LC 
2Ax3 [(--Yi-2,k+l -4- 4yi- l ,k+l -- 6yi,k+l -4- 4yi+l,k+l -- Yi+2,k+l ) 
4 m . . . ,  "4-("~i-2,k'4- Yi-l,k--6Yi,k+4Yi+l,k--Yi+2,k)]=--~(Vi,k+l--Vi,k), ( i=2 ,3 ,  n -- 2), (12) 
LC 
2Ax3 [(--'Yn-3,kq-1 "q-4yn- 2,k + l -- 5yn- l,k + l + 2Yn,k+l ) + (--Y,~-3,k +4 Yn- 2,k -- 5yn- l,k +2y=,k)] 
m 
= h- / (V~- l ,k+l  - v~- l ,k) ,  ( /=  n - 1), 
LC 
2Ax3 [(--Yn-2,k+l + 2Yn-l,k+l -- Yn,k+l) + (--Yn-2,k + 2y,~-l,k -- Yn,k)] 
m 
= ~(Vn,k+l  -- Vn,k), (i = n), 
1 
l (v i ,k+l  + Vi,k) = ~-~(Yi,k+l --Yi,k), (i = 0,1,2 . . . .  ,n),  
which, with the same definitions given in Section 2.1, with C n subst ituted by Cn* , where 
2Ax 3 
~--~ cn = 
1 -2  1 0 . . . . . .  
-2  5 -4  1 . . . . . .  
1 -4  6 -4  1 .. .  
: " . .  " . .  " . .  ' . .  " . .  
. . .  1 -4  6 -4  
0 . . . . . .  1 -4  5 
0 . . . . . . . . .  1 -2  
may be again written in form (10). 
. 
0 
: = C**  
1 
-2  
1 
3. ALGEBRAIC  PROPERTIES  OF  MATRICES C n AND C~* 
First of all, we note that  a matr ix Cn with }--~=1 cij = 0, Vi, is such that  
C~e = 0, 
where_e -r = [1 ,1 , . . . ,  1], 0 3- = [0,0, . . . ,0] .  
(13) 
(14) 
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From (14), we can then see that  C* and C~* have a null eigenvalue with eigenvector e_. More- 
over, for matr ix  C**, we observe that  
C~*u = 0, (15) 
where u -r = [1, 2 , . . . ,  n], and we can see that  zero is a double eigenvalue for C~*. 
Indeed, as it is easy to verify, 
C n = v*Tv .  * ** = v**Tv  ** n n ,  C~ -n  "n  , 
with 
v ;  = 
1 -1  
1 - I  
1 o] v~*  = 
1 -2  
1 
1 
-2 1 
".. '.. •.. 
I -2  
0 
From (14), we can verify that  C n is a singular matr ix  which maps ~n in the subspace ~-~n--1 
of vectors x' with n - -  E i= I  X---i : 0 .  
Indeed, V_x ~ 74 n, x_' = C,:x_ is such that 
n 
~z~ = x'Te = (C:~_Fe = x~CL~ = S0  = 0 
i=1  
From (14) and (15), we can verify that C~* is a singular matr ix which maps T~ n in the subspace 
74' ~-2 of vectors x '  with n , 0 and n 0. - E~=I  ~-~ = E~=I  i~_~ = 
Indeed, Vx__ E T¢ n, x_' = C~,*x_ is such that  
f iz__~ = x tTu  = (C**x)Tu  = T. '~** _ X ( n u=zT0 =0"  
i=1 
We can now state the following• 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Cn be the symmetr ic  positive semidefinite matr ix  of order n defined in (9), and 
A and B the two matrices of order 2n defined by 
°'nl  /10/ 
A= -flIn 7I~ ' B= -flIn -7 In J '  
with a, fl, 7 C R +, and In the identity matrix of order n, then the eigenvalues of the pencil 
problem 
Ax = ABx (17) 
are A1 = A2 = 1 (not semisimple) and the others are all complex and on the unit circle. 
PROOF 3.1. Let x_ = [xl,_x.2] T with X__l, x__ 2 vectors of order n. From (17) because of (16), we have 
--(1 -~- ~)Cnx I - o~(1 - ~)x  2 : 0, 
- f l (1  - A)_x 1 + 7(1 + A)x2 = 0. 
(18) 
The determinant of the matr ix  of the homogeneous linear system (18) must vanish and this 
implies, by using standard results of linear algebra [5], 
det ( -~(1  + ;~)~C~ - ~(1  - ;~)2&) = O. (19) 
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Because C," = QTflQ with Q orthogonal nd fl = diag (0,w2,... ,wn), wi > 0,Vi _> 2, from (19) 
we have 
det (-'7(1 + A)2QTflQ - aJ(1 - A)2QTQ) 
= det [QT (-'r(1 + A)~l-I - a/77(1 - A)2I,') Q] 
= det (-'r(1 + A)2fl - aft(1 - )t)2I,') 
(20) 
= H (-'r(l + A)2w, - afl(l - A) 2) 
i=1 
= H (~ ( - ' r~  - ~#)  + 2:~ (--y~, + ~)  + ( - - r~,  - ~) )  = o. 
i=I 
This implies, by solving the quadratic equation in A and remembering the positivity of a, fl, % 
and wi, Vi _> 2, that the 2n - 2 roots Xj of (19) are complex and [Xj[ = 1, Vj >_ 3, while 
A1 :A2  ~--- i .  
That ) t  1 = A2 = 1 is not semisimple follows from the fact that, for 7 # 0, there is only the 
eigenvector w_ = [e,0] T associated to A1 = 1; indeed, being Cn_.e = 0, given _y = [yl, y2 IT, we have 
implies 
[£  o,o o,o  :,. 
- -~n~l  -- ~2  : ~n~l  -- C~2' ~ny  I : O, Yl : ~' 
- -~1 -[- ~2  = - -~1 -- ~2 '  2'ry 2 :-  O, Y2 : _0. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let C," be the symmetric positive semidefinite matrix of order n defined in (13), 
and A and B two matrices of order 2n defined by (16), with a, /3, 7 E R +, and In the identity 
matrix of order n, then the eigenvalues of the pencil problem (i 7) are A1 = A2 = A3 = A4 = 1 
(not semisimple) and the other ones are a11 complex and on the unit circle. 
PROOF. The proof is analogous to the one of Lemma 3.1 and is omitted. In this case, the two 
eigenvectors w__ 1 = [_e, 0] T, w__ 2 -- [_u, ~T correspond to the eigenvalue of 1, of multiplicity four. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let C," be the symmetric positive semidefinite matrix of order n defined in (9) 
or in (13), and A and B the two matrices of order 2n defined in (16), with a, fl, "r E R +, and In 
the identity matrix of order n, then the iterative scheme 
z_}+ 1 = A-1Bz_k 
," n r-~k+ ' 1 with the following property: ~-~i=l vi,k+i = ~ i= l  vi,k, V k. Moreover, produces a Zk+ I = [~a+, J' 
** = ~ i= i  iVi,k, V k. = E i=I  iVi,k+i 
PROOF 3.3. Since 
A_I = [-~('rC," + ~Zln) -1 -~('rC~ + ~#Sn) -1 ] 
L -Z('rc," + ,~#In) -~ (-re,, + <~#fn)-lC," ] ' 
then 
[: 1 L 2~('rC," -k ce~Xn)-iC," - ( ' re  n + a~I,~)-l(TC," - aBI,') j " 
The matrix R, being related to C,', has similar properties. In particular, V_x 
(P~_)re [2#(~c," + <~ZI,')-~C,,z_.]T = _e 
( = 2/~_zTcn(~C," + a/~I,')-l_e = ~#_zTcn Cn + In 'r 
= 2~ x--'Tc,'~ e= 2xTO=O'oz- -- 
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Now we can see that the nonsingular matrix P is such that, if x is a vector, with ~ i= l  xi = 5 
(where 6 is a constant), then the vector x__' = Px_ is such that ~=1 x~ = 3. Indeed, we have 
(px)T_e ---- [('yen Jr- Oz,~/n)-l(Q:,~/n ")'Cn)x_] T - _e  
= {(TCn + oz,6/n)-l[(TCn + od~In) - 27Cn]x} T _e 
t l ,  
{[ /n  -- 2"~('~Cn + ~13I.)-tC.] X__} T =- e = xTe  = E x i  = ~" 
i= l  
Since Vk+ 1 = Ry k + Pvk, we have proved the first part of the theorem. In the same way, for 
Cn = C**, we have 
** -T 
(px_)T_u = [(TCn* + a~In)-l(a/3I,~ - 7C n )xJ u 
= {(TCn*  + o#3In) - l [ (TC ** + c~flI.) - 27Cn*]X} T u 
= { [I n - 2~/(~6 ** + (2ZXn)- lCn *] x}  T it = zTu  = f i  ix  i. 
i= l  
and the theorem is proved. 
4. ENERGY CONSERVATION AND STABIL ITY 
Let us define, as done in [2], the "internal energy" at time tk as 
T C Ek = Yk n-Yk' (21) 
with Cn defined in (9) (vibrating string) or Cn defined in (13) (vibrating rod). 
Then the total energy at time tk is 
1 T 
ET, k = Ek + ~mvk vk. (22) 
As proved in [2], the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 4.1. The total energy defined by (22), of the discrete solution of system (10), with 
A, B defined in (8) and Cn defined in (9) or (13), is conserved. 
From Theorem 4.1, we see that, since the total energy is conserved, the velocity of the particles 
(string or rod) is bounded for every time tk, as is the internal energy. Nevertheless, it may happen 
that the string (rod) moves along the guides so that the Yi,k (coordinates of the particles) can 
grow indefinitely and the system turns out to be "unstable". 
By virtue of the theoretical results of Section 3, we can, given the initial conditions, establish 
when we have or we do not have "stability". 
More precisely, for the string, we can give the following results. 
(a) If at the time to, the string is in a horizontal position and at rest, it does not move. (The 
total energy is null being v 0 = 0 and Y-o = k_e so that E0 = 0.) 
(b) If at the time to, the string is not in a horizontal position and ~--~i"--0 v.i,0 = 0 (at time to, 
the center of mass is at rest), then the string has an oscillatory motion and the center 
n n of mass remains at rest being ~-~4=o Vi,k = O, V k (Eo # 0 and ~i=0 Vi,o = 0 then, see 
Theorem 3.1, ~i"=0 vi,k = 0, Vk, but, see Theorem 4.1, ET, k = ET,O ~ 0 and the string 
moves). 
(c) If at the time to, the center of mass has a nonzero velocity, then the string oscillates with 
a translational movement along the guides. 
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Figure ld. First example (Lo = 100): positions of the particles. 
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Figure 2d. First example (Lo = 1400): positions of the particles. 
For the vibrating rod, we have the following. 
(al) I f  at the time to, the rod is on a straight line and at rest, the rod remains at rest for 
every tk (see proof of Lemma 3.2 remembering that  "to be at rest and on a straight line" 
means that  z k = mw 2 + qwl, V k). 
(bl) If at the time to, the rod is on a straight line and all particles have the same velocity, then 
the rod has a translational movement along the guides and for every tk is on a straight 
line parallel to the initial one; indeed, see Section 3, Qu = (2~//~3)u, Qe_ = (23,/~)_e, 
Ru  = Re = 0, P_e = _e, and Pu  = u, then 
(el) If at the time to, the rod is on a straight line and the velocity is "on a straight line" 
(this means v 0 = mou + qe), then V k the rod lies on straight lines with different slopes 
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Figure 3d. Second example (Lo -- 100): positions of the particles. 
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Figure 4d. Second example (Lo = 1400): positions of the particles. 
(v  k = mku + q_e); indeed (see bl), 
[mLu + qleJ tmlu + qle__J ' 
q = q + -~ql 
n (dl) If at the time to, the rod is not on a straight line and ~i=0 vi,0 = 0 (the center of mass 
is at rest), then the rod vibrates but ~-~in__0 vi,k -- 0, Vk (see Theorem 3.1). 
REMARK 4.1. In our models, we have considered the internal forces only, which is equivalent to 
consider avibrating string (or rod) moving in the horizontal plane. 
REMARK 4.2. For the rod, if we do not neglect the tension, the motion is characterized only by 
the properties of C* ("string" contribution); indeed, in this case, the matrix Cn is On -- C* + C~*. 
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Figure 5d. Third example (Lo -- 100): positions of the particles. 
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Figure 6d. Third example (Lo = 1400): positions of the particles. 
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES FOR THE NONLINEAR STRING 
In [3], we have considered a nonlinear model for the string fixed at both end points by defining 
Ti,+k and T~. k in (3) as 
T + KL( r i , k+,+r i ,k  Lo)  Ayi ,k+x+Ayi ,k  
~,k = \ -2-~x ' ri,~+l + ri,k ' (23) 
TiCk =KL (?'i-l'kq-I ~-ri-l'k ~)  myi-lk+l'~-Ayi-l'k (2, )  
\ -  2Ax -- ri_l,k+l + ri_l,k , 
L0 is the proper length of the string, namely the length of the string in the horizontal position 
with null tension. 
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Figure iv. First example (Lo = 100): velocities of the particles. 
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Figure 2v. First example (Lo = 1400): velocities of the particles. 
From (1)-(3), (6), (23), and (24), system (10) becomes 
Azk+ 1 = Bzk + --~ (-Zk+ 1, Zk), (25) 
where (I)-- [(I)~, ¢_ v] with 
[Ayi,k+.____~l + Ayi,k Ayi_l,k+l -k Ayi-._._.__~l,k] 
(I)/Y(zk+l,zk) = KLo L ri,k+l + ri,k -- r i - l ,k+l  + r i - l ,k  J ' (26) 
¢~(~k+l ,~k)  = 0, i = 1,2 . . . .  ,n  -- 1. 
In [3], we have proved that  the solution of the nonlinear system deduced from the model satisfies 
the total energy conservation theorem. The system describing the motion was the same as (25), 
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Figure 3v. Second example (L0 = 100): velocities of the particles. 
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Figure 4v. Second example (L0 = 1400): velocities of the particles. 
where the matrix C,~ in A and B was defined by 
2Ax _ 
~--~- C'n = 
2 -1  0 . . . . . .  
-1  2 -1  . . . . . .  
0 -1  2 . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  1 
. . . . . . . . . .  1 2 
With the same proof (given in [3]), we can say that the discrete solution of system (25) also 
satisfies the total energy conservation theorem. 
Because in the nonlinear case, by using the results of Section 3 only, we cannot deduce the 
motion of the string in the cases analyzed in Section 4, we have tested numerically if results 
similar to the ones obtained in (b) and (c) of Section 4 hold also in the nonlinear case, being the 
case of point (a) obviously the same. 
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Figure 5v. Third example (Lo -- 100): velocities of the particles. 
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Figure 6v. Third example (Lo = 1400): velocities of the particles. 
n We first point out that, with regard to Case (b), also in the nonlinear case, if ~-~i=0 v~,0 = 0, 
then ~-':~in=o vi,k = 0, Vk, and, with regard to Case (c), also in the nonlinear case, the string 
oscillates with a translational movement along the guide. 
In the given figures, one can see the results, plotted every 10At, for particular initial conditions. 
We have always considered a string with 73 particles, a time step of At = 0.005 as long as 500 
time steps. We have assumed L -- 1500, L0 = 100, or L0 = 1400. As we could expect, the smaller 
L0 is, the faster the oscillations are (see Figures ld-4d). 
The first example refers to a string which at time to has null velocity and lies on a nonhorizontal 
straight line, with Lo = 100 (see Figure ld, d =displacement, and Figure 1v, v =velocity) and 
L0 = 1400 (see Figures 2d and 2v). 
The second example is like the first one except hat at time to, the velocities of the particles 
12 are not null but with ~"~=0 vi,0 = 0. More precisely, in the xv-plane, the velocities of the 
particles P0, P1, . . . ,  Ps0 "are on the straight line from point [0, 0.01] and point [50Ax, 0]", while 
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the velocit ies of the particles Ps0, P51 , . . . ,  P72 "are on the straight line from point [50Ax, 0] and 
point [L, -51/2300]"  (this means v~,0 = 0 .01- i .ml ,  i = 0 , . . . ,  50 and v50+~,0 = i.m2, i = 0 , . . . ,  22, 
with ml  = 2.10 -4 and m2 -- -2 .10  -4 .  1275/253), see Figures 3d and 3v (L0 = 100) and Figures 
4d and 4v (L0 = 1400). 
The th ird example refers to Case (c). The str ing at t ime to is in a horizontal  posit ion, while 
the velocities of the part ic les (~-~i~0 vi,0 ~ 0) are all on the same straight line giving the init ial 
posit ion of Example  1 (this means vi,o = i .m,  i = 0 , . . . ,  72, with m = 0.01. Ax/L ) ,  see Figures 5d 
and 5v (L0 = 100) and Figures 6d and 6v (L0 = 1400). 
We point  out that  Figures 5v and 6v are the same as F igure ld  and 2d, respectively. This 
means that  the velocities of Example 3 are exact ly the same as the displacements of Example  1. 
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